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Defending a PhD during the pandemic...
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We live in a fascinating time: observation of gravitational waves & black holes, precision cosmology.
So far, General Relativity has proven to be a remarkably accurate description of gravity.

Major open problems in gravitational physics
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plan for today:

I want to show you that non-locality can 
remove the Newtonian     -singularity.
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Non-locality touches many different areas of physics

effective actions in
quantum field theory

quantum-mechanical
entanglementquantum gravity

black hole information
loss paradox?
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A somewhat minimal approach to non-locality

List of assumptions:

• defined in weak-field regime in Minkowski spacetime
• keep Lorentz invariance
• recover local theory at large distances/low energies
• no new degrees of freedom
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A somewhat minimal approach to non-locality

List of assumptions:

• defined in weak-field regime in Minkowski spacetime
• keep Lorentz invariance
• recover local theory at large distances/low energies
• no new degrees of freedom

This solves the Newtonian singularity problem.
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Non-locality in real space

A simple starting point is a scalar action:
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Non-locality in real space

How can we constrain the non-local kernel further?
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Non-locality in momentum space

How can we constrain the non-local kernel further?

Assume a form factor representation:

Kinetic term in Fourier space:

each zero = propagating mode no additional particles!
(“infinite derivatives”)     7/11



  

Example: non-local Newtonian gravity

Local equations:
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Example: non-local Newtonian gravity

Local equations:

Non-local equations:

For this example, the integral kernel is a Gaussian with width of   , the scale of non-locality.
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non-local theory

Newtonian theory
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Newtonian theory~       Newtonian 
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identical far-distance
behavior
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Many other applications of this type of non-locality:

During my PhD, with Valeri P. Frolov, Andrei Zelnikov, Jose Pinedo Soto (all U of Alberta):

 • regular particles and p-branes (1802.09573), regular rotating strings (2003.13847)
 • spatial “Friedel” oscillations around point particles (1804.00225)
 • new absorption lines in quantum scattering (1805.01875)
 • regular vacuum fluctuations (1901.07096) and thermal fluctuations (1904.07917)
 • non-local entropy corrections to black holes (1909.01494)
 • regular gyratons in gravity (2004.07420) and electrodynamics (2012.05347)
 • resonant particle creation (2011.12929)
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During my postdoc, with Ivan Kolar (Groningen) and Chris Carone (Williamsburg): 

 • uniformly accelerated particle (2102.07843)
 • gravito-electromagnetism (2103.10555)       PR Wallace did his PhD on electromagnetism in GR!
 • hierarchy problem (2104.11195)
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Main insights about non-locality:

• intuition from non-local Green functions

• non-locality regularizes potentials

• new physics     new particles!

Thank you for again for the kind invitation and for your attention.
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